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PRO TEAMS
In the detail and design of our
high-performance Pro Team apparel,
you will discover innovations inspired
by some of the world’s finest athletes
and teams. The organisations we have
partnered with allow us to create new
possibilities, new technologies and
allow you to go #BeyondLimitsKnown
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CONNACHT
CONNACHT RUGBY

One of the four professional provincial rugby
teams from Ireland. Connacht competes in the
Pro14 and the European Rugby Challenge Cup.
The Connacht branch of the Irish Rugby Football
Union was founded on the 8th of December 1885.
Connacht promotes vision of Grassroots to
Green Shirts throughout the province whereby
they strive to provide the youth of Connacht the
opportunity to play and enjoy Grassroots rugby. In
some cases participants progress right through
to the professional level. Connacht aims to teach
the game, enhance peoples’ skills and share their
love of rugby with the entire community.

TIERNAN O’HALLORAN

O’Halloran scored Connacht’s first ever
try in the competition against Harlequins
in the opening round.
O’Halloran, is an unquestionably talented
broken field runner and with a two-Test
series against Japan next on the agenda,
O’Halloran will have plenty of chances to
showcase his talents.

Augmented Reality Ready
Use the BLK AR App to see this
products features

HOME JERSEY

FEATURES

AWAY JERSEY

Gel Logo (BLK)
Gel Logo (Murray Timber Group)
Gel Logo (Connacht Rugby)
Players GPS Pocket at Inside Back Neck
Exotek Fabric
Lycra Fabric
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BOAVISTA
IDRISSA MANDIANG

Idrissa’s season at Arouca proved to
be his most successful so far, as he
managed to make 35 appearances and
help his side reach the quarter finals of
the Taça de Portugal for the first time in
their history and claim an historic first
promotion to the Primeira Liga.

BOAVISTA F.C.

One of the most prominent clubs in Portuguese
football, with 9 national titles won.
Boavista has grown to become an important
sports club in Portugal, with sections dedicated
to several sports including football, chess,
gymnastics, bicycle racing, futsal, volleyball,
rink hockey and boxing among others, the most
notable being the football section with their
trademark chequered white and black shirts.

Augmented Reality Ready

HOME JERSEY

Use the BLK AR App to see this
products features

FEATURES
Badged Logo (B.F.C)
Embroidered Logo (BLK)
Light Vapo Fabric
BallPoint Mesh Fabric
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MELBOURNE
REBELS
REBELS

AMANAKI MAFI

As the first privately owned professional rugby
union team in Australia, the Rebels colours
are based oﬀ the state of Victoria’s traditional
colour of navy blue. Both the logo and kit heavily
feature this colour, while the iconic five stars run
vertically down the center of the logo.

Mafi, the fifth consecutive backrower to
win the 2017 Melbourne Rebels Players’
Player and ranked first for forwards in the
competition for run metres (1378m).
The 27 year old also led the Rebels for
minutes played (1145), line breaks and
pilfers.

The franchise area includes 25 Victorian senior
clubs that make up the Victorian Rugby Union.
These clubs view the Rebels as the pinnacle of
Victorian representative rugby.

Augmented Reality Ready
Use the BLK AR App to see this
products features

HOME JERSEY

FEATURES

AWAY JERSEY

Silicon Gel Logo (BLK)
Silicon Gel Logo (Melbourne Rebels)
Exodry Fabric
Exotek Fabric
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TEAMWEAR
Whichever sport you play: whether you
play at international or entry level; BLK
teamwear is custom made for your
code and personalised for you and
your team. BLK teamwear utilises our
own state of the art manufacturing
facilities and incorporates exclusive
BLK fabric technologies.
We have a dedicated distribution
network and customer service
team and provide a unique, online
teamwear design service. Our intimate
understanding of team requirements
has led us to develop quality BLK
teamwear options that cater for all
budgets and timelines.
Our reputation for meeting
our customers’ highest quality
expectations and tightest delivery
times may be why so many teams now
wear the BLK brand. Ultimately it is all
about performance. BLK harnesses
the intelligence of the world’s most
innovative fabric technologies to
create gear that works, breathes
and thinks like an athlete.
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EXOTEK

This exclusive BLK developed fabric is tight fitting and features 4 way stretch for increased
movement and comfort as well as Anti-Bacterial properties.

HYDROPLUS

COLLARS

Hydrotek features 4 way stretch and is loose fitting. Hydrophilic to keep you cool during game
play. Soft touch face for added comfort.

POLYCOTTON

Traditional Rugby fabric tried and tested for over 100 years. Our Polycotton is a custom knitted blend. Ideal for Corporate, Leavers Jerseys and Rugby.

EVAPOREX

EXOTEK

BLK CROSSOVER

BLK NECK

V-NECK

NZ

USA

STANDARD W/ LOOP

STUB W/ LOOP

STANDARD W / PLACKETT

Lightweight for maximum comfort and breathable to keep you
cool during game play.

TRIPLE MESH

Triple Mesh provides a super breathable, lightweight solution for performance
garments. It is moisture wicking and has a silky feel against the skin.
LIGHT VAPO

Quick drying & hydrophilic, Light Vapo provides a great option for hockey, football & volleyball.
It is durable for match play, but is lightweight for comfort.

SPORTS PIQUE

BLK FABRICS

Similar to our Evaporex fabric, Sports Pique is moisture wicking to keep you cool.

COOLMAX

Durable and breathable, Coolmax is perfect for the modern League and AFL short. Coolmax is
used by our Professional AFL and NRL clubs.

POLY TWILL

EMBROIDERY & HEATSEALING
BLK boasts a full in house embroidery and heatsealing service
gaining us the ability to apply your logo, names and numbers
onto your garments.

Durable and lightweight, this fabric has been developed for Premier Rugby and was used in
our players’ shorts during the 2011 Rugby World Cup.

WOVEN POLYESTER

Strong yet lightweight, this fabric was developed for our gym shorts.

NYLON OXFORD

Our heavyweight nylon is wind & water resistant and a durable option for your tracksuits.
Designed to keep you warm throughout winter.

POLY MINI RIPSTOP

Our Coated Ripstop has been developed to provide a showerproof
option for your tracksuits.

DRIILON

NUMBERING

27 27
IMPACT STYLE

ATHLETIC STYLE

AFL STYLE

PT

BLK STYLE

BARCELONA

Our dry weather polyester dobby Driilon fabric provides an additional option for your tracksuits.

CVC COTTON POLY FLEECE

Heavier than the industry standard, our Fleece is brushed on the inside to provide extra
warmth, with longer threads to reduce pilling.

POLYCOTTON TRICOT

Tricot is a sturdy yet soft, breathable fabric used in our travel jackets.

NUMBERING OPTIONS
BLK team numbers are available in three diﬀerent sizes (6”, 8” or 10” high). Digits
are available in six styles and in one solid block colour or two colour keyline and fill.
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DESIGN YOUR OWN
At BLK we custom make high quality sports uniforms for over 5000 teams in a wide variety of sports including Rugby Union, Rugby
League, Aussie Rules, Cricket, Touch Football, Netball, Rowing, Cycling and many more. Our gear is player tested by elite Super Rugby,
Rugby League, Football, Baseball, Netball, and Cricket teams. From extensive research into user experience and working with world
class developers, BLK have created a DYO application at the head of its field. With streamlined user interaction and fully rendered 3D
garment models you can design your ideal uniform and order in just a few steps.

STEP ONE : SELECT YOUR SPORT

STEP
ONE : CHOOSE A GARMENT
We have streamlined the process and to help you along we have generated a list of our most popular sports codes.
Select
thebeparticular
item oflater
apparel
from
the list
of products available.
This can
easily changed
in the
process
if needed.

STEP TWO : SELECT YOUR CUT AND PRIMARY COLOUR
The next step is to select your cut (Mens, Womens or Kids) and Primary Colour. Our new DYO will generate a selection of
garments depending on what you choose and will show them in a basic colour group (this can be altered in customisation).

STEP THREE : BROWSE YOUR SPORTS PRODUCTS

Based on the last 2 steps you will be shown a wide selection of garments available in your sport and depending on the colour
base you chose you will be shown some examples. This interface will also let you easily change between sports, cuts and
primary colour so you can browse quickly and easily before customising.

STEP FOUR : CUSTOMISE YOUR GARMENT
In our new DYO you are in control of everything. In this screen you can quickly and eﬃciently change the design, colour, collar
type and upload a chest logo to be previewed in a fully rendered, rotatable 3D model.

STEP FIVE : SAVE AND PLACE ORDER

Once you have finialised your design on all the products you want then you can submit and enter your details to be sent oﬀ
to our top notch sales team who will then contact you about the next step in your order.
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AUGMENTED REALITY
BLK is working to bring cutting edge technology into every aspect
of the company. As a result, the next step in how we display our
products and ranges is AUGMENTED REALITY. A huge leap forward
in customer interactivity and in how we display information in a
digital environment.

HOW TO USE?
We have built this app with the customer in mind and have made it as easy as
possible to use. Simply download the BLK AR app on your Apple or Android device.
Find a clearly marked TRIGGER IMAGES in our catalogue. Point your phone at the
image and a fully rendered 3D garment will appear on your screen.

In this catalogue we have included TRIGGER IMAGES. Paired with
our custom BLK AR app, you can scan pages and see the products come to life. Below is some information to show you what to
expect and how to use this new tech.

You will know which images you can interact
with by the BLK AR logo to your right, when
you see it whip out your phone.
When you scan a TRIGGER IMAGE you will be greeted with a fully
interactivew 3D model like the one below. This model will also have a
series of symbols. Below there is a description of those symbols and
how you can interact with them.

One of the main features of this app is
the ability to view parts of a garment
like stitching and collar details. Just
tap the + and view info.

Another detail we wished to show but
could find no room for was info such
as fabric options and all the diﬀerent
cuts available, not anymore.

For further information on how BLK
aims to further incorporate technology
like this head to AR.BLKSPORT.COM
The app is available now to download
on Google Play and Apple Store.

Wish to see a full 360 view of the
garment? just tap on this icon and it
will rotate for you allowing you to view
it from all angles.

Ť2
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RUGBY UNION/LEAGUE
The BLK rugby jersey is the pinnacle of our technical, performance led
contact football apparel. Available with a range of customised options,
the look of this fully sublimated jersey is only limited by your imagination.
Tried and tested on the field time and time again by players from the
smallest rugby club all the way up to our elite pro-team athletes, BLK has
years of experience designing and manufacturing a jersey that not only
looks great but allows your team to perform at its best.

Features
Ł
Ł
Ł
Ł
Ł
Ł

Fully sublimated
Flexible design
Flexible colours
Custom collar and sleeve options
Choice of fabrics
Logos, numbers & sponsors included

D.Y.O Ready

Sizing
Use our design your own
service online to create
your club’s custom
jersey from hundreds
of possible colour and
style combinations.
Visit dyo.blksport.com

Augmented Reality Ready
Use the BLK AR App to see this
products features

MENS \\ LADIES \\ JNRS

Fabric Options

EXOTEK

Additional Options

Pro Jersey Cut & Sub Options

- RETAIL CATALOGUE 2017 - BLKSPORT.COM

Long Sleeve & Ladies Jerseys Options
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GAELIC / HURLING

GYM / FITNESS

Our fully sublimated jersey oﬀers all of the same
flexible customisation options as our other BLK on-field jerseys. Player names, numbers and sponsors can all be printed
directly on to each custom garment. The BLK jersey is
available in either Evaporex, Light Vapo or Triple Mesh fabric
technologies, all of which feature a blend of durability, light
weight, flexibility and breathability. The use of these quality
fabrics means BLK jerseys won’t shrink and the colours will
stay rich and free from fading. All BLK jerseys feature a
comfortable fit, high quality fabric and strong construction to
ensure your team performs at its best.

Introducing our BLK Fitness range. With Sublimation and Cut & Sew
options, BLK utilises our own state of the art manufacturing
facilities and incorporates exclusive BLK fabric technologies.
Sublimation provides a high quality, fade resistant printing solution
allowing customers to be creative in their designs. It uses heat and
pressure to infuse the colours maintaining vibrancy and durability.
Our cut & sew garments use numerous fabrics, piping and taping.
We use pre-dyed fabrics which allows for increased
breathability, providing a modern and professional look.

Features
Ł
Ł
Ł
Ł
Ł
Ł

Fully sublimated
Flexible design
Flexible colours
Custom collar and sleeve options
Choice of jersey fabrics
Logos, numbers & sponsors included

Features
Ł
Ł
Ł
Ł

D.Y.O Ready

Sizing
Use our design your own
service online to create
your club’s custom
jersey from hundreds
of possible colour and
style combinations.
Visit dyo.blksport.com

D.Y.O Ready

MENS \\ LADIES \\ JNRS

LIGHT VAPO

Cut & Sub Options
- CATALOGUE 2018- BLKSPORT.IE
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Fabric Options

TRIPLE MESH

EVAPOREX

EXOTEK

Additional Options

26

Sizing
Use our design your own
service online to create
your club’s custom
jersey from hundreds
of possible colour and
style combinations.
Visit dyo.blksport.com

Fabric Options

EXOTEK

Fully sublimated
Flexible design
Flexible colours
Breathable fabric

LIGHT VAPO

TRIPLE MESH

EVAPOREX

Additional Options

Full Sublimation Options

Long Sleeve Options

Full Sublimation Options

Short Options
CATALOGUE 2018 - BLKSPORT.IE -
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NETBALL
We here at BLK have brought the same match proven design and
technology that we use in other codes to create garments that not
only look great, but also assist in athletic performance to the new
BLK Dress. Made from lightweight fabrics, the dress is breathable,
comfortable and strong. The BLK netball dress is available with either
a racer or standard back and has been designed to complement any
figure. It’s fully sublimated so your imagination is the only limitation in
terms of colour and design and like all of our sublimated garments it
won’t fade or shrink.

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fully sublimated
Flexible design
Flexible colours
Custom collar and sleeve options
Choice of fabrics
Logos, numbers & sponsors included

D.Y.O Ready

Sizing
Use our design your own
service online to create
your club’s custom
jersey from hundreds
of possible colour and
style combinations.
Visit dyo.blksport.com

MENS \\ LADIES \\ JNRS

Augmented Reality Ready
Use the BLK AR App to see this
products features

Fabric Options

EXOTEK

EVAPOREX

LYCRA

Additional Options

Full Sublimation Options
28
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HOCKEY
Our fully sublimated hockey jersey oﬀers all of the same flexible
customisation options as our other BLK on-field jerseys. Player names,
numbers and sponsors can all be printed directly on to each custom
garment. The BLK hockey jersey is available in either Evaporex, Light
Vapo or Triple Mesh fabric technologies, all of which feature a blend
of durability, light weight, flexibility and breathability. The use of these
quality fabrics means BLK jerseys won’t shrink and the colours will stay
rich and free from fading. All BLK hockey jerseys feature a comfortable
fit, high quality fabric and strong construction to ensure your team
performs at its best.

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible design
•
Custom collar and sleeve options
•
Logos, numbers & sponsors included

Sizing

Fully sublimated
Flexible design
Flexible colours
Custom collar and sleeve options
Choice of fabrics
Logos, numbers & sponsors included

D.Y.O Ready

Sizing
Use our design your own
service online to create
your club’s custom
jersey from hundreds
of possible colour and
style combinations.
Visit dyo.blksport.com

MENS \\ LADIES \\ JNRS

MENS \\ LADIES \\ JNRS

Fabric Options

EVAPOREX

LIGHT VAPO

TRIPLE MESH

Additional Options

Mens & Ladies Options
48
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CRICKET
BLK’s state of the art sublimation techniques allow your club to fully
customise your one or two day kit, T20 and club training ranges. Sublimation allows you to fully customise your kit, include club and sponsor
logos and add names and numbers. BLK’s designers can help you
achieve an individual look for your club, and all aspects of manufacturing are handled in house at no cost to you!

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fully sublimated
Flexible design
Flexible colours
Custom collar and sleeve options
Choice of jersey fabrics
Logos, numbers & sponsors included

D.Y.O Ready

Sizing
Use our design your own
service online to create
your club’s custom
jersey from hundreds
of possible colour and
style combinations.
Visit dyo.blksport.com

MENS \\ LADIES \\ JNRS

Augmented Reality Ready
Use the BLK AR App to see this
products features

Fabric Options

TRIPLE MESH

EVAPOREX

Additional Options

ť2
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TOUCH
FOOTBALL
AUSTRALIA

 ĻTOUCH  B
The BLK Ļ  jersey is the pinnacle of our technical,
performance led rugby apparel. Available with a range of customised
options, the look of this fully sublimated jersey is only limited by your
imagination.
Tried and tested on the field time and time again by players from the
smallest rugby club all the way up to our elite pro-team athletes, BLK
has years of experience designing and manufacturing a jersey that not
only looks great but allows your team to perform at its best.

THE TIES THAT BIND
10 YEARS OF PARTNERSHIP
From humble beginnings, a long and enduring partnership has ensued. From
the initial designs and on-and-oﬀ field apparel adorning the elite Australian
players, the BLK brand flies high and deep across the Touch Football fraternity.
From the Touch Football Australia perspective, the ‘Beyond Limits Known’ tagline reflects well the relationship with Touch Football embodying the mentality
of the elite Touch Football player but also pushes limits in terms of production,
quality and customer expectations.
At a recent event to commemorate the TFA-BLK 10-year timeline together;
partners in arms and legs and socks and any possible garment that enables
improved performance for competitors across a wide range of styles. For Colm
Maguire, the departing TFA CEO, it has been a great journey over the past 10
years and is proud of the foundations in place for another decade and beyond.

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fully sublimated
Flexible design
Flexible colours
Custom collar and sleeve options
Choice of fabrics
Logos, numbers & sponsors included

D.Y.O Ready

“From the early days we have got along so well together personally but we’re
also kindred spirits in terms of business management and customer care and
doing the right by each other in business…as true partners should,” he said.
“The early days were indeed some funny days but we could not be any prouder
of how Tyron has worked with us on what works for our community. And steering his company through some major upheaval; think more recently the Fiji
cyclone disaster which devastated the island and the BLK production factory,
as one more recent example.
“They (BLK) showed remarkable resilience in the face of great tragedy and we
were with them every step of the way; and fair to say so were the wider Touch
Football community as well across the country.“What has emerged since
those early designs are the most contemporary cutting edge styles in the
market today and it is a testament to Tyron, his hard working team and their
partnership with us.
“We have now branched out with our fantastic Ambassador team composed of
our leading athletes demonstrating the high quality gear provided to them and
the great cost eﬀective range available to the park player and wider grassroots. A proud Tyron Brant is especially fond of his close relationship with the
TFA CEO, Maguire and the team that in his words embody the true meaning of
partnership. A partnership borne through mutual respect, connection and now
into its second decade is stronger than oak. “It is very rare in today’s changing
landscape that you can call a sponsorship a partnership,” Brant said bluntly.
“A sponsorship is sponsorship; it is a transactional deal that lasts until there
is a better oﬀer on the table. “The real bonus comes if you enjoy working with
each other…and this should not be confused with a partnership.”

Sizing
Use our design your own
service online to create
your club’s custom
jersey from hundreds
of possible colour and
style combinations.
Visit dyo.blksport.com

MENS \\ LADIES \\ JNRS

Augmented Reality Ready
Use the BLK AR App to see this
products features

Fabric Options

EVAPOREX

LIGHT VAPO

LYCRA

Additional Options

In between the several examples of where some ‘partnerships’ have simply
and predictably fallen over from his own and others’ perspectives, Brant expands on what he believes makes the two teams’ tick.“There is always an exception to the rule and Touch Football Australia and the full team led by Colm
Maguire is that exception. “It has been a great pleasure to work in partnership
with this organisation; through the highs and lows and I would encourage any
multinational to get on board with this exceptional organisation. “It is very rare
that you have a 10-year partnership with a club or association, and we at BLK
could not be prouder.

Mens & Ladies Options
ť4
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AFL

FOOTBALL
Our fully sublimated football jersey oﬀers all of the same
flexible customisation options as our other BLK on-field jerseys. Player names, numbers and sptonsors can all be printed
directly on to each custom garment. The BLK football jersey is
available in either Evaporex, Light Vapo or Triple Mesh fabric
technologies, all of which feature a blend of durability, light
weight, flexibility and breathability. The use of these quality
fabrics means BLK jerseys won’t shrink and the colours will
stay rich and free from fading. All BLK football jerseys feature a
comfortable fit, high quality fabric and strong construction to
ensure your team performs at its best.

The BLK Aussie Rules guernsey has been developed to endure all of
the rigours of modern Aussie Rules football. It has been player tested by
pro-teams such as the Richmond Tigers, Western Bulldogs and Brisbane Lions.
This guernsey features 75% more stitches on seams and cuﬀs than our
competitors so it will resist tearing in even the toughest tackle.
The BLK collar is designed for strength and to reduce wear. The guernsey
is constructed from one fabric throughout which ensures accurate colour
matching and uniform finish. Like all of our sublimated products, the BLK
Aussie Rules Guernsey won’t fade or shrink. All of this ensures your team
can look and perform at their best just like the hundreds of other clubs
that already trust BLK with their on and oﬀ-field Aussie Rules gear.

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fully sublimated
Flexible design
Flexible colours
Custom collar and sleeve options
Choice of jersey fabrics
Logos, numbers & sponsors included

D.Y.O Ready

Features
•
•
•
•
•

MENS \\ LADIES \\ JNRS

TRIPLE MESH

Augmented Reality Ready

EXOTEK

EVAPOREX

Cut & Sub Options
- CATALOGUE ŤŢţŪ- BLKSPORT. 
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Fabric Options

Additional Options

Additional Options
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Use our design your own
service online to create
your club’s custom
jersey from hundreds
of possible colour and
style combinations.
Visit dyo.blksport.com

Use the BLK AR App to see this
products features

Fabric Options

LIGHT VAPO

Sizing

D.Y.O Ready

Sizing
Use our design your own
service online to create
your club’s custom
jersey from hundreds
of possible colour and
style combinations.
Visit dyo.blksport.com

Fully sublimated
Flexible design
Flexible colours
Custom collar
Choice of guernsey fabrics

Full Sublimation Options

Long Sleeve Options

Long Sleeve Options
CATALOGUE 201Ū - BLKSPORT.  -
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BASKETBALL

BASEBALL

Our custom Basketball singlets are developed using BLK’s premium
training fabric, which features natural wicking and breathable properties. Side panels ensure maximize comfort and keep you cool - perfect
for the most intense sessions. With front and back number options,
BLK’s Basketball Singlets are trusted by athletes playing at the most
elite levels.

BLK recently announced an exciting partnership with The Australian
Baseball League which will see BLK become the oﬃcial uniform supplier for the 2017/18 ABL season and beyond.

Features

Features

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Fully sublimated
Flexible design
Flexible colours
Athletic cut
Muscle Tank

Tried and tested by players from the smallest club all the way to the
ABL, BLK has years of experience designing and manufacturing a
jersey that not only looks great but allows your team to perform at its
best.

Fully sublimated
Flexible design
Flexible colours
Logos, numbers & sponsors included
Choice of fabrics

• Logos, numbers & sponsors included
• Choice of fabrics

D.Y.O Ready

Sizing
Use our design your own
service online to create
your club’s custom
jersey from hundreds
of possible colour and
style combinations.
Visit dyo.blksport.com

Fabric Options

EVAPOREX

LIGHT VAPO

Additional Options

D.Y.O Ready

Sizing
Use our design your own
service online to create
your club’s custom
jersey from hundreds
of possible colour and
style combinations.
Visit dyo.blksport.com

MENS \\ LADIES \\ JNRS

Fabric Options

BALL POINT MESH

EVAPOREX

Additional Options

Diﬀerent Collar Options
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Set-in Sleeves Available
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SCHOOL LEAVERS
Made from high quality durable polycotton, Our Leavers Jerseys are
made to order in your school’s colours in a variety of design options.
With a comfortable fashionable fit, the design options are limitless.
We also have an extensive choice of embellishments, including heat
seal names, numbers, initials and collar embroidery.
Remember these examples are just a starting point. Our team will
work closely with you from design to delivery, ensuring you receive the
highest quality garment exactly how you want it.

Features
•
•
•
•

Fully sublimated
Flexible design
Flexible colours
Multiple collar options

D.Y.O Ready

Sizing
Use our design your own
service online to create
your club’s custom
jersey from hundreds
of possible colour and
style combinations.
Visit dyo.blksport.com

MENS \\ LADIES \\ JNRS

Fabric Options

POLYCOTTON

Additional Options

Ladies & Mens Options
40
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ESPORTS

ESPORTS

OVERVIEW

Just like in the esports industry, BLK understands that constant
innovation and improvements in performance can only be achieved by
operating outside the boundaries of everything that has gone before.

Our mission is to empower esports teams and e-athletes
with the functionality and emotional edge they need to go
Beyond Limits Known.

Every one of our products is forged from the ground up, with the athlete’s and teams’ needs as our central focus and inspiration.

BLK is more than just a physical statement. It is an
attitude. A drive to reach the unknown and be the best.
A motivation evoked through the sense of solidarity, the
sense of being a part of something bigger than oneself.
This emotional edge inspired by the team conscious is
manifested in our brand and our product.

Features
• Fully sublimated
• Flexible design
• Flexible colours

Our product is designed in a way that ensures that the
wearer performs at the highest possible level all while
staying comfortable and cool under pressure. Whether
its the technological know how to keep you at your peak
or the latest advances in design techniques and high end
fabrics to keep you looking your best – BLK product will
not only meet your performance needs but empower you
to break through your limits and achieve what you never
thought capable.

• Custom collar and sleeve options
• Logos, numbers & sponsors included
• Choice of fabrics

D.Y.O Ready

Sizing
Use our design your own
service online to create
your club’s custom
jersey from hundreds
of possible colour and
style combinations.
Visit dyo.blksport.com

MENS \\ LADIES \\ JNRS

Augmented Reality Ready
Use the BLK AR App to see this
products features

Teams all around the world wear BLK custom teamwear
and we are now bringing our extensive industry expertise
to the esports scene. We will work hand-in-hand with you
to deliver products that are fully bespoke and capture your
exclusive heritage, values and character.

Fabric Options

EVAPOREX

LIGHT VAPO

Additional Options

Ŧ
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POLOS
Introducing our BLK Polos. With Sublimation and Cut & Sew options,
BLK utilises our own state of the art manufacturing facilities and
incorporates exclusive BLK fabric technologies.
Sublimation provides a high quality, fade resistant printing solution
allowing customers to be creative in their designs. It uses heat and
pressure to infuse the colours maintaining vibrancy and durability.
Our cut & sew garments use numerous fabrics, piping and taping.
We use pre-dyed fabrics which allows for increased breathability,
providing a modern and professional look.

Features
•
•
•
•
•

Fully sublimated
Flexible design
Flexible colours
Long sleeve available
Choice of fabrics

D.Y.O Ready

Sizing
Use our design your own
service online to create
your club’s custom
jersey from hundreds
of possible colour and
style combinations.
Visit dyo.blksport.com

MENS \\ LADIES \\ JNRS

Fabric Options

EVAPOREX

LIGHT VAPO

SPORTS PIQUE

Additional Options

Cut & Sew Options
Ŧ4
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Ladies Options
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TEES

SINGLETS

Introducing our BLK Tees. With Sublimation and Cut & Sew options,
BLK utilises our own state of the art manufacturing facilities and
incorporates exclusive BLK fabric technologies.

Introducing our BLK Singlets. With Sublimation and Cut & Sew options,
BLK utilises our own state of the art manufacturing facilities and
incorporates exclusive BLK fabric technologies.

Sublimation provides a high quality, fade resistant printing solution
allowing customers to be creative in their designs. It uses heat and
pressure to infuse the colours maintaining vibrancy and durability.

Sublimation provides a high quality, fade resistant printing solution
allowing customers to be creative in their designs. It uses heat and
pressure to infuse the colours maintaining vibrancy and durability.

Our cut & sew garments use numerous fabrics, piping and taping.
We use pre-dyed fabrics which allows for increased breathability,
providing a modern and professional look.

Our cut & sew garments use numerous fabrics, piping and taping.
We use pre-dyed fabrics which allows for increased breathability,
providing a modern and professional look.

Features
•
•
•
•
•

Features

Fully sublimated
Flexible design
Flexible colours
Custom collar and sleeve options
Choice of fabrics

•
•
•
•
•

Fully sublimated
Flexible design
Flexible colours
Athletic cut
Muscle Tank

• Choice of fabrics

D.Y.O Ready

Sizing
Use our design your own
service online to create
your club’s custom
jersey from hundreds
of possible colour and
style combinations.
Visit dyo.blksport.com

D.Y.O Ready
Use our design your own
service online to create
your club’s custom
jersey from hundreds
of possible colour and
style combinations.
Visit dyo.blksport.com

MENS \\ LADIES \\ JNRS

Fabric Options

EVAPOREX

LIGHT VAPO

Ŧ
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Augmented Reality Ready

MENS \\ LADIES \\ JNRS

Use the BLK AR App to see this
products features

Fabric Options

TRIPLE MESH

EVAPOREX

Additional Options

Cut & Sew Options

Sizing

LIGHT VAPO

TRIPLE MESH

Additional Options

Set In Sleeve Options

Ladies Options

Muscle Singlet

Racerback Singlet
CATALOGUE 201Ū - BLKSPORT.  -
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TRAINING SHORTS

MATCH SHORTS
Introducing our BLK Match Shorts. With Sublimation and Cut & Sew
options, BLK utilises our own state of the art manufacturing facilities
and incorporates exclusive BLK fabric technologies.

Introducing our BLK Training Shorts. With Sublimation and Cut & Sew
options, BLK utilises our own state of the art manufacturing facilities
and incorporates exclusive BLK fabric technologies.

Sublimation provides a high quality, fade resistant printing solution
allowing customers to be creative in their designs. It uses heat and
pressure to infuse the colours maintaining vibrancy and durability.

Sublimation provides a high quality, fade resistant printing solution
allowing customers to be creative in their designs. It uses heat and
pressure to infuse the colours maintaining vibrancy and durability.

Our cut & sew garments use numerous fabrics, piping and taping.
We use pre-dyed fabrics which allows for increased breathability,
providing a modern and professional look.

Our cut & sew garments use numerous fabrics, piping and taping.
We use pre-dyed fabrics which allows for increased breathability,
providing a modern and professional look.

Features
Features
Ł
Ł
Ł
Ł
Ł
Ł
Ł

Ł
Ł
Ł
Ł
Ł

Sublimated or Cut & Sub options
Flexible design
Flexible colours
Choice of fabrics
Lycra gusset
Gel gripper
Chamois side panel

D.Y.O Ready

Sizing
Use our design your own
service online to create
your club’s custom
jersey from hundreds
of possible colour and
style combinations.
Visit dyo.blksport.com

D.Y.O Ready

EVAPOREX

MENS \\ LADIES \\ JNRS

LIGHT VAPO

POLY TWILL

WOVEN POLY

Sublimated Rugby Union, AFL & Football Shorts

- CATALOGUE 2018- BLKSPORT.IE
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Fabric Options

EVAPOREX

Additional Options

48

Sizing
Use our design your own
service online to create
your club’s custom
jersey from hundreds
of possible colour and
style combinations.
Visit dyo.blksport.com

Fabric Options

EXOTEK

Sublimated or Cut & Sub options
Flexible design
Flexible colours
Multiple pocket options
Choice of fabrics

LIGHT VAPO

WOVEN POLY

Additional Options

Cut & Sub Exotek Shorts

Sublimated Rugby Training Shorts

Sublimated Running Shorts

CATALOGUE 2018 - BLKSPORT.IE -
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SOCKS

HEADWEAR

BLK’s playing socks have been developed to offer maximum comfort
in a variety of options. Our socks include a full wrap ventilation system
to allow greater breathability. With Turnover, Pull-up, half length, crew
and ankle options our colour pallet will match your clubs needs.

Stay cool and protected from the sun at once with the BLK’s customer
cap options. Made especially to your clubs specifications, our caps
keep you feeling cooler and dry hour after hour.
With Visor, Beanie, Bucket, Media and training cap options, BLK;s caps
are ultra-resistant to wear and tear.

Features

Features

• Custom designs
• Flexible colour options

•
•
•
•

Sizing

Sizing

MENS \\ LADIES \\ JNRS

MENS \\ LADIES \\ JNRS

Fabric Options

Fabric Options

A - 600 DENIER NYLON LEG
B - COTTON LINED FOOT
C - MESH BACK

A - COOLDE MESH KNIT
B - HEAVY BRUSHED COTTON
C - DRILL MESH

*OPTIONS VARY DEPENDING ON PRODUCT

*OPTIONS VARY DEPENDING ON PRODUCT

Additional Options

Additional Options

Pull Up Socks

50
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1/2 Socks

Crew Socks

Flexible design
Embroidery available
Flexible colour options
Choice of fabrics

Ankle Socks

CATALOGUE 201Ū - BLKSPORT.  -
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FLEECE

JACKETS
Whether you’re on the pitch or enjoying a game from the stands,
BLK’s custom jacket range is developed to withstand the elements.
Great for travel to those away games, our jackets include options
from waterproofing, ripstop fabric, lightweight shells, fleece lining and
cotton backing for extra comfort. An essential item for those colder
days out on the pitch.

Our custom Hoodie options keep you warm on cold days without
adding bulk that can slow you down. Made of high quality 320gsm CVC
fleece, BLK’s specially designed hood provides maximum coverage
from rain and wind. You can adjust the fit with the drawcords or lower
it completely. Trimmed with a variety of option from piping, ribbed knit
bands at the waist and cuﬀs, hand warmer pockets and sleeve pockets, our fleece options are a staple for your organisation.

Features
Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

14 colour options
Water resistent fabric available
Mesh/cotton/taﬀeta lining
Zipped pockets
Velcro & elastic cuﬀs
Sublimated piping option

D.Y.O Ready

Sizing
Use our design your own
service online to create
your club’s custom
jersey from hundreds
of possible colour and
style combinations.
Visit dyo.blksport.com

D.Y.O Ready

POLY RIPSTOP

MENS \\ LADIES \\ JNRS

DRIILON

Cut & Sew Track & Coaches Jacket

- CATALOGUE ŤŢţŪ- BLKSPORT. 
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Fabric Options

CVC FLEECE

Design Ideas

ŧ2

Sizing
Use our design your own
service online to create
your club’s custom
jersey from hundreds
of possible colour and
style combinations.
Visit dyo.blksport.com

Fabric Options

NYLON OXFORD

Cut & Sew
Diﬀerent neck options
Piping available
Sleeceless option available

Additional Options

Sublimated Travel Jacket

CATALOGUE 201Ū - BLKSPORT.  -
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TEK RANGE
The Core TEK Range has been
developed with a focus on simplicity
and an emphasis on quality. BLK’s
Core TEK Range provides functionality
for both sport and industry based
activates. Most of the range consists
of a lightweight breathable poly sports
mesh, providing a uniform look and
coordinated team professionalism.

ŧ4
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MENS TEK RANGE

MENS TEK RANGE

TEK VI POLO
CODE
SIZES
2XS - 3XL, 5XL, 7XL BKPO350
FABRIC
Ł Poly Sports Mesh with Small Hole
Ł Mesh Panels
Ł Knitted rib collar
FEATURES
Ł Forward shoulder
Ł Drop hem
Ł Contrast panelling
Ł Reflective tab at back neck
Ł Mesh underarm and back panel

WHITE

ROYAL

RED

TEK VI POLO
CODE
SIZES
2XS - 3XL, 5XL, 7XL BKPO350
FABRIC
Ł Poly Sports Mesh with Small Hole
Ł Mesh Panels
Ł Knitted rib collar
FEATURES
Ł Forward shoulder
Ł Drop hem
Ł Contrast panelling
Ł Reflective tab at back neck
Ł Mesh underarm and back panel

NAVY

BLACK

TEK V 8” GYM SHORTS
SIZES
S - 3XL, 5XL

CODE
BKSH315

FABRIC
Ł Woven Polyester
Ł Evaporex
Ł Lycra gusset
FEATURES
Ł Elasticated waistband with self colour internal
drawcord
Ł 8 inch crotch
Ł Side zip pockets
Ł Self colour lycra gusset
Ł Mesh back panel
BLACK

NAVY

TEK VII POLO COMING SOON
CODE
SIZES
2XS - 3XL, 5XL, 7XL BKPO360
FABRIC
Ł Poly Sports Mesh with Small Hole
Ł Mesh Panels
Ł Knitted rib collar
FEATURES
Ł Self fabric panelled placket
Ł Drop hem
Ł Back reflective print
Ł Back mesh panelling
Ł Knitted half cuﬀ

WHITE

RED

NAVY

CHARCOAL

BOTTLE

ROYAL

TEK VII POLO COMING SOON
CODE
SIZES
2XS - 3XL, 5XL, 7XL BKPO360
FABRIC
Ł Poly Sports Mesh with Small Hole
Ł Mesh Panels
Ł Knitted rib collar
FEATURES
Ł Self fabric panelled placket
Ł Drop hem
Ł Back reflective print
Ł Back mesh panelling
Ł Knitted half cuﬀ

56
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MENS TEK RANGE
TEK VI TEE
CODE
SIZES
BKTE350
2XS - 3XL, 5XL
FABRIC
Ł Polyester Sports mesh with
moisture wicking
Ł Small hole Poly mesh

CODE

FEATURES
Ł Contrast astmmetric shoulder panel
Ł Contrast back panel
Ł Tonal back mesh panel
Ł Reflective trim at back neck
Ł Embroidered BLK logo
Ł Contrast sleeve bind
WHITE

NAVY

BLACK

TEK VI SINGLET
CODE
SIZES
BKSL320
XS - 3XL, 5XL
FABRIC
Ł Polyester Sports mesh with
moisture wicking
Ł Small hole Poly mesh
FEATURES
Ł Contrast astmmetric shoulder panel
Ł Contrast back panel
Ł Tonal back mesh panel
Ł Reflective trim at back neck
Ł Embroidered BLK logo

WHITE

72
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MENS TEK RANGE
FRENCH TERRY QUARTER ZIP
SIZES
2XS - 3XL, 5XL
FABRIC
Ł 100% Polyester
Ł Knitted fabric

ADDITIONAL COLOURS AVAILABLE

CODE
BKFL417

RED

EMERALD
FEATURES
Ł Quarter zip
MAROON

NAVY

BLACK

ROYAL

ADDITIONAL COLOURS AVAILABLE

TEK PULLOVER
CODE
SIZES
BKJK317
2XS - 3XL, 5X
FABRIC
Ł Coated Ripstop
Ł Polyester mesh lining
Ł Tafeta sleeve lining

RED

EMERALD

FEATURES
Ł Embroidered BLK shoulder panel
Ł Back vent detail

MAROON
NAVY

BLACK

ROYAL

SKINNY PANT
SIZES
2XS - 3XL, 5XL
FABRIC
Ł 100% Polyester
Ł Woven fabric

CODE
BKPT417

FEATURES
Ł Concealed side zip pocket
Ł Elasticated waistband with internal drawcord
Ł Concealed side leg zip

NAVY

BLACK

NAVY

BLACK

TRACK PANTS
CODE
SIZES
BKPT317
XS-5XL
FABRIC
Ł 65% cotton/ 35% polyester
Ł Woven fabric (up to shin)
Ł 100% polyester taﬀeta woven fabric
(down to shin)

60
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MENS TEK RANGE
TEK VI HOODIE
CODE
SIZES
2XS - 3XL, 5XL, 7XL BKFL350
FABRIC
Ł 300gsm CVC Fleece
Ł Cotton jersey hood lining
Ł Rib sleeve & hem
FEATURES
Ł Contrast shoulder panel
Ł Contrast jersey hood lining
Ł Emb. ouline logo at left sleeve
Ł Kangaroo pocket at CF Heatseal
zip detail
Ł Ribbed hem and cuﬀ

NAVY

BLACK

NAVY

GUNMETAL

QTR ZIP WARM UP TOP
CODE
SIZES
2XS - 3XL, 5XL, 7XL BKTE373
FABRIC
Ł Polyester Elastane
FEATURES
Ł Heat seal zip pocket at chest
Ł Thumbhole opening
Ł Invisible zip side pocket
Ł Small nylon cover stitch seam finish

BLACK

CARBON PRO VI
SIZES
2XS - 3XL, 5XL

CODE
BKJK340

FABRIC
Ł Poly TPU Bonded Jersey
Ł Micro Fleece collar
FEATURES
Ł Rubber BLK Shoulder logo
Ł Rubber sleeve outline logo
Ł Heat seal zip trims
Ł Detachable zip hood
Ł Reflective collar bind
NAVY

78
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MENS TEK RANGE
T2 SHORTS
SIZES
2XS - 3XL, 5XL, 7XL
FABRIC
Ł 220gsm Polyester
Ł Chamois
Ł Lycra

CODE
BKSH306

FEATURES
Ł Elasticated waistband with
self colour internal drawcord
Ł Chamois side panel
Ł Self colour lycra gusset

WHITE

NAVY

BLACK

TEK SHORTS
SIZES
2XS - 3XL, 5XL, 7XL
FABRIC
Ł 220gsm Polyester

CODE
BKSH308

FEATURES
Ł Elasticated waistband with
self colour internal drawcord
WHITE

NAVY

BLACK

ELITE SHORTS
SIZES
2XS - 3XL, 5XL, 7XL
FABRIC
Ł 220gsm Polyester
Ł Lycra

CODE
BKSH333

FEATURES
Ł Elasticated silicone waistband with
self colour internal drawcord
Ł Self colour lycra gusset

BLACK

NAVY

WHITE

TEK SOCKS
ŁSIZES
Ł9-2, 2-8, 8-11, 11-14

CODE
BKS0014

FABRIC
Ł Nylon
Ł Cotton
Ł Elastane
Ł Polyester

BESPOKE SOCKS
SIZES
9-2, 2-8, 8-11, 11-14
FABRIC
Ł Nylon
Ł Cotton
Ł Elastane
Ł Polyester

64
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LADIES TEK RANGE
LADIES TEK VI POLO
SIZES
CODE
6 - 20
BKPO351
FABRIC
Ł Poly Sports Mesh with Small Hole
Ł Mesh Panels
Ł Knitted rib collar
FEATURES
Ł Forward shoulder
Ł Drop hem
Ł Contrast panelling
Ł Reflective tab at back neck
Ł Mesh underarm and back panel
WHITE

RED

BOTTLE

RED

BOTTLE

ROYAL

NAVY

BLACK

LADIES TEK VII POLO COMING SOON
CODE
SIZES
BKPO361
6 - 20
FABRIC
Ł Poly Sports Mesh with Small Hole
Ł Mesh Panels
Ł Knitted rib collar
FEATURES
Ł Self fabric panelled placket
Ł Drop hem
Ł Back reflective print
Ł Back mesh panelling
Ł Knitted half cuﬀ
WHITE

ROYAL

LADIES TEK VII POLO COMING SOON
SIZES
CODE
6 - 20
BKPO361
FABRIC
Ł Poly Sports Mesh with Small Hole
Ł Mesh Panels
Ł Knitted rib collar
FEATURES
Ł Self fabric panelled placket
Ł Drop hem
Ł Back reflective print
Ł Back mesh panelling
Ł Knitted half cuﬀ

GUNMETAL

NAVY

BLACK

LADIES CARBON PRO VII
CODE
SIZES
BKJK346
6 - 20
FABRIC
Ł Poly TPU Bonded Jersey
Ł Poly Elastane Terry Back
Ł Woven Overlay
Ł Micro Fleece collar
FEATURES
Ł Woven overlay upper sleeve and shoulder panel
Ł Reverse side zip pockets
Ł Main zip opening reverse wet look zip
Ł Reflective collar bind
Ł Collar opening with cord / toggle adjuster
Ł Terry back under sleeve panel
Ł Terry back side panel

6
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TEK ACCESSORIES

TEK ACCESSORIES

TEK VI TRAINING CAP

TEK VI GEAR BAG

SIZES
CODE
OSFM
BKHT354
FABRIC
Ł Polyester Mini Ripstop
Ł Poly Mesh
FEATURES
Ł Contrast side panelling
Ł Raised rubber BLK logo on left peak
Ł Snap back fastening
Ł Embossed BLK logo to underside peak

CODE
SIZES
BKBA351
55L
FABRIC
Ł 1680D Polyester
FEATURES
Ł Padded gel handle at side bag
Ł Self coloured airvent to be at
bottom of bag
Ł Padded velcro strap handle
Ł Double zip main top pocket opening
Ł 1 side dry pocket 1 side wet pocket

BLACK

NAVY

TEK VI MEDIA CAP
SIZES
OSFM
FABRIC
Ł Polytek

NAVY

BLACK

JERSEY BAG

CODE
BKHT350

SIZES
One Size

CODE
BKBA355

FABRIC
Ł TBC

FEATURES
Ł Contrast side panelling
Ł Raised rubber BLK logo on left peak
Ł Velcro back fastening
NAVY

BLACK

BLACK

BLK STRATUS 15 WHEELIE BAG

TEK VI BEANIE
SIZES
OSFM

SIZES
110L

CODE
BKHT351

CODE
BKBA322

FABRIC
Ł 1680D Polyester

FABRIC
Ł 100% Acrylic
FEATURES
Ł Jacquard knit logo

NAVY
NAVY

TEK VI BACKPACK
SIZES
25L
FABRIC
Ł 1680D Polyester

SPHERE BACKPACK

CODE
BKBA350

CODE
SIZES
BKBA354
25L
FABRIC
Ł 420D Nylon mini Ripstop/PVC

NAVY
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TEK ACCESSORIES AND PROTECTION
TRAINING BIBS
SIZES
One Size

CODE
BKMI303

FABRIC
Ł Evaporex

BLUE

LIME

ORANGE

YELLOW

BLK PRO EXOTEK HEADGUARD
SIZES
CODE
S - XL MENS
BKMI307 - MENS
SMB, MGB, LGB - JNR BKMI309 - JNR
FABRIC
Ł Polyester - 80%
Ł Lycra - 20%
Ł Padding: EVA - 100%
Ł Mesh overlay
Ł 300gsm

BLK TEK VI SHOULDER PADDED TEE
SIZES
S - XL MENS
SB, MB, LB - JNR

CODE
BKTE326 - MENS
BKTE328 - JNR

FABRIC
Ł Polyester - 80%
Ł Lycra - 20%
Ł Padding: EVA - 100%
Ł 300gsm
FEATURES
Ł Tonal Coverstitch seam finish
Ł Contoured Shoulder and Bicep padding
Ł Reflective Print at left hem
Ł Silicon Gel BLK logos
Ł Internal gel gripper waistband

BLK PRO EXOTEK SHOULDER PADDED TEE
CODE
SIZES
S - XL MENS
BKTE327 - MENS
SMB, MGB, LGB - JNR BKTE329 - JNR
FABRIC
Ł Polyester - 80%
Ł Lycra - 20%
Ł Padding: EVA - 100%
Ł 300gsm
FEATURES
Ł Contrast Coverstitch seam finish
Ł Contoured Shoulder and Bicep padding
Ł Contoured Side body, collar bone and back neck
padding
Ł Reflective Print at left hem
Ł Silicon Gel BLK logos
Ł Internal gel gripper waistband
Ł Contoured Chest padding
Ł Contrast mesh shoulder padding

70
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MOTION KNIT PULLOVER HOODIE

MOTION KNIT LS TEE

FEATURES

FEATURES

Ł
Ł
Ł
Ł
Ł

Ł
Ł
Ł
Ł

Keyhole detail
Hood
Sleeve reflective BLK keyline print
Chest & side engineered knit design
Back engineered knit detail design

Keyhole detail
Sleeve reflective BLK keyline print
Chest & side engineered knit design
Back engineered knit detail design

SIZING

S, M, L. XL, 2XL, 3XL

SIZING

S, M, L. XL, 2XL, 3XL

COLOURS

CHARCOAL - BLACK
BLUE - NAVY

MOTION KNIT TEE
FEATURES
Ł
Ł
Ł

Chest & side engineered knit design
Reflective BLK print
Back engineered Knit detail

SIZING

S, M, L. XL, 2XL

COLOURS

CHARCOAL - BLACK
BLUE - NAVY

MOTION KNIT RACERBACK
SINGLET LADIES

MOTION KNIT 3/4
TIGHT LADIES

FEATURES

FEATURES

Ł
Ł
Ł
Ł

Narrow armhole and neck binding
Chest & side engineered knit design
Reflective BLK print
Back engineered knit design

Ł
Ł
Ł
Ł

Wide engineered waistband
Side leg engineered knit detail
Back engineered knit detail
Back leg reflective BLK print

SIZING
6 - 14

COLOURS

CHARCOAL - BLACK
BLUE - NAVY
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BASELAYER TRAINING
SHORT MENS

BASELAYER TEEN LS MENS
FEATURES

FEATURES

SIZING

SIZING

Ł
Ł
Ł
Ł

Ł Flat lock seams
Ł Reflective BLK print
Ł Internal gel gripper at hem
2XS - 3XL, 5XL, 7XL

Reflective BLK print
Reflective BLK keyline leg print
Coverstitch seams
BLK branded waistband

2XS - 3XL, 5XL, 7XL

COLOURS
-JNRS-

NAVY
BLACK

COLOURS
NAVY
BLACK

BASELAYER TRAINING
SHORT MENS
FEATURES

Ł
Ł
Ł
Ł

Reflective BLK print
Reflective BLK keyline leg print
Coverstitch seams
BLK branded waistband

SIZING
2XS - 3XL, 5XL, 7XL

-JNRS-

COLOURS
NAVY
BLACK

BASELAYER TEE MENS

BASELAYER TIGHT MENS

FEATURES
Ł Internal gel gripper at hem
Ł Flat lock seams
Ł Reflective BLK print

FEATURES

SIZING

2XS - 3XL, 5XL, 7XL

COLOURS

Ł Coverstitch seams
Ł Reflective BLK print
Ł BLK branded waistband

SIZES

2XS - 3XL, 5XL, 7XL

COLOURS

NAVY - BLACK

NAVY - BLACK
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BLK IRELAND
Unit A6, Parkway Business Centre
Ballymount, Dublin D24, D24 RF85
OFFICE: +353 1 450 9194
CONTACT: Bruce Wood -Brand Manager- brucew@jaccsports.ie
Cian O’Higgins-Digital Marketing & Sales- ciano@jaccsports.ie
Timothy Morton - Sales - timothym@jaccsports.ie // +353 87 963 2450
ACCOUNTS: ryanm@jaccsports.ie // +353 1 409 2166
Disclaimer: Whilst every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this
catalogue, BLK reserves the right to change product details, product design,
product options and colours resulting from a typographical or design error. All
designs are for illustration purposes only. This catalogue is current at time of
printing and is subject to change without notice. Created for BLK International.
BLK is a registered trademark. Please visit blksport.ie for all business
numbers and information. For further information regarding the content of this
catalogue please call BLK on +353 1 450 9194
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